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Nuclear Plant Laser Scans on Tablets or Smart Phones
Dose Reduction Tool
iPanoMap®
Mobile technology tablets and smart phones provide effective and powerful tools to
realistically represent the complex plant configuration and associated information.
CSA’s Laser Scanning PanoMap® Technology can provide complex laser scan
representation of the plant in a highly compressed format. Using the PanoMap®
representation, a tablet or smart phone with 32GB of memory can support approximately
10,000 spherical laser scans of the plant. This number of scans is sufficient to have a
complete representation of a nuclear plant. iPanoMap® is the software which supports
the mobile device applications. iPanoMap® was developed from the very successful PC
PanoMap® version which has been used in most of the US nuclear plants for many years.

Selecting scans to
open from an
iPanoMap keyplan
(red dots represent
scan locations)

Easy Navigation Through Plant Database
The plant laser scan database is organized around the plant layout representing buildings,
floors, and areas. Once the user selects an area, a drawing is displayed with scan
locations within the area. Each scan location is represented by a photographic quality
view of the area with the ability to pan or zoom in full 360 degree mode. With 2-3
selections, the user can instantly access any part of the plant on the tablet.
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iPanoMap keyplan
on tablet (red dots
represent scan
locations)

The User Can Select the Scans in Several Formats
This includes:
Original scans
Scans with component structures removed
3D model merged within scans
Interferences between new design and existing structures
Surface CAD representation of the scans
Scans with radiation levels colored

iPanoMap scan
opened on tablet
(including merged
3D model)
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iPanoMap scan
with 3D model
merged and
(below) depicting
interferences in red

Mobile Device Provides Full Scale Dimensional Representation of the Plant
All scans are located in the customary plant coordinate system. The coordinate units are
English units or metric units. The user can point anywhere on the scan and get the x, y, z
location of the point. Also a convenient measurement function is available to dimension
between any points within the scan. The types of measurements include horizontal,
vertical, and true distance between two points.
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Precise
measurements in
scan space; can be
constrained
vertically or
horizontally.

Access to Plant Component Data
This is done using labels and component tag names. Labels are used to identify names of
valves, instruments, equipment, and inspection points. The user points to a label within
the scan and he can access information associated with the component. This may include
drawings, reports, instructions, or any electronic data attached to that component.

Intelligent labeling
to access
information
associated with a
component
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Great Tool for Plant Walkdown Support
The mobile device with iPanoMap® technology provides excellent support for plant
walkdowns and other plant field applications. The iPanoMap® installation can be tailored
for specific applications to access existing data as well as collect data in the field. The
mobile device can be used to take photographs in the field and attach them to the laser
scan location. Also it can be used to attach a voice recording, text, record inspection,
measurement, etc. Using the interface to PC based PanoMap®, the field collected data
can be uploaded and used for additional applications.

Radiological survey
information can be
imported into and
exported from
iPanoMap.

Integration of Digital Photographs with the Scans
The digital photographs are registered with the scans. CSA PanoMap® technology
provides automatic registration of the photographs with the scans. The photographs
provide a much more detailed representation of selected features. This may include
equipment labels, details of components, areas not accessible by laser scanning
equipment, etc. The registered photographs are used the same way as scans – this
includes the ability to make measurements from photographs. The integration of digital
photographs and laser scans provides additional improved documentation of the plant
configuration.
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Labeling
information can
include photos,
video, voice
records and other
associated files
(including pdfs).

Characterization and Visualization of Radiation Levels in the Plant
A realistic representation of the plant, combined with characterization of radiation levels
of the facility, can provide a very effective tool to inform personnel about radiation levels
inside the plant. The scans can be colored (painted) with radiation levels. This is a
byproduct automatically generated from radiation survey data, radiation sources, and
radiation dose estimation algorithms. Also the historical radiation survey data can be
superimposed on the scans. Better understanding of the radiation levels will help to
reduce personnel exposure.

Plant radiation
levels are depicted
in scans, with color
reflecting dose
rate.
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Review of Plant Walkthroughs
Plant walkthroughs can be generated from the scans and placed on the tablet. The plant
walkthrough path can represent different activities. This may include: survey path, path
to inspect particular equipment, escape route, etc. The path can also contain
characterization of the environment – radiation levels, temperature, etc. as well as
locations of components, inspection points, location of radiation measurements, etc. The
documentation of critical walkthrough paths inside the plant on a tablet will provide a
useful tool for training, accident avoidance, and improved productivity.

Radiological survey
information can be
precisely located as
distance from two
points in scan.
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Improved dose
information and
access can improve
productivity.

Pre-Job Briefings
Another application, pre-job briefings, can be well supported by having the laser scan
database on a tablet. Depending on a particular task, the review may include: positioning
of people, laydown areas, scaffolding construction, visualization of the items to be
removed, visualization of a new design superimposed on the existing scans, visualization
of radiation levels, etc.
Visualization of 3D CAD Model on the Tablet
CSA provides a unique application to visualize a 3D CAD model on the tablet. The
format is the same as the format used in visualizing laser scans. The user view location is
positioned inside the 3D model and the user has a 360 degree view of the area visible
from the 3D camera location. The user accesses the model through a series of location
keyplans organized by buildings, floors, and areas. There is no limit to the size of the
model to be viewed. A 3D CAD model of the whole nuclear plant can be placed on the
tablet. The model is intelligent – if the user points to an object within the view, the object
name is identified and other data, documents, etc. can be accessed through this link. All
the other functions of the laser scan version of iPanoMap® can be applied to the 3D
model review.
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Entire 3D plant
models can be
rendered in
PanoMap (and
displayed in
iPanoMap) as
typical scan views.

Supported Mobile Devices
iPanoMap® is available on tablets and smart phones with Android Operating System 3.2,
3.1 or 2.2 installed. Examples include Galaxy and Xoom tablets; and HTC and LG
Revolution smart phones. CSA provides full installation of the iPanoMap® software and
applicable plant laser scan database. The updates are provided remotely by connecting
the mobile device to the PC.
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Installation of Scans Provided by Other Suppliers
CSA provides support to install scans from other suppliers. The scans are processed by
CSA’s LSSM/PanoMap® application to create the PanoMap® database. The supported
formats include .zfs, .fls, .ptx, and other ASCII formats.

Benefits
Mobile devices can be used anywhere in the plant
Very simple to use
Minimal training required
No network connection required; no spam; no viruses; very high speed
Effective tool for new generation of plant support personnel

CSA Provides
Complete turnkey service, which includes field scanning, creation of the
PanoMap® laser scan database, and installation on the mobile device.
Scans done by others – CSA can create a PanoMap® database from laser scans
done by any laser scanner. This database is placed on the mobile device.
Software license to iPanoMap®, PanoMap®, and LSSM. CSA can provide
software license and training to clients if they want to create their own
iPanoMap® deployment.
Updates to iPanoMap® software are provided, as well as the periodic update of
the iPanoMap® databases residing on mobile devices.
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